
Security snapshot: 2015’s threats 
The cyber security landscape is one of constant change with new threats emerging every 
minute. This infographic takes a closer look at the challenges and most effective 
solutions in 2015.

Infographic

How secure are your endpoints?

Top 3 cyber threats 

considered the biggest challenge to businesses in 2015.

1. Java and Flash Vulnerabilities

2. Ransomware

3. Exploit kits

85% UK companies say cyber 
risk poses a very real threat.

60% of CEOs are worried that 

these threats will impact growth.

Average number of 

days before a breach 
is detected.

50% Number of European 

�rms ‘unprepared’ to deal 
with cyber threats.

$12.7million 

Average cost of a US data breach.

85% of exploits detected in 2014 

were 3rd party plugins.

Taking a stand with Sandboxing

243

117,300
Average number of incoming attacks 
on companies every day in 2014.

Biggest source of data leaks in 2014: 

#1 Hacking

#2 Inside attack

#3 Accidentally published

#4 Lost/stolen computer

#5 Poor security
25% say that insider threat 
is the main driver for cyber security 
expenditure over the next 12 months.

Cyber threats in numbers

TOP 
3

Most effective method against 
internet-borne malware.
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Top 3 strategies for improving overall 
endpoint security 

privilege 
management

application 
control

sandboxing
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Safeguard your corporate 
data. Our sandboxing module 

isolates untrusted web 
activity and places it into a 
secure container, capturing 

web borne threats.

Protect your software 
environment. Use our app 
control module to easily 

block unauthorized 
applications, defending 

against targeted attacks.

Regain control over admin 
rights. Our �exible privilege 

management module assigns 
privileges to apps, not users, to 
protect the operating system.

92% of companies 
consider sandboxing 
to be an effective 
method to mitigate 
attacks...

...yet 34% do not 
see sandboxing 
as a priority strategy 
right now…

...but 47% do see it as 
a priority over the 
next 12 months.

12 months

www

Follow some/all of the recommendations

Are aware of it but are not following the 
recommendations at the moment

Don’t follow these recommendations at all

Companies on best practice recommendations 
from SANS/Council on CyberSecurity...
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